
NOTATION SOFTWARE
Students, composers and musicains of all skill levels need to notate and share their music so they can collaborate, get teacher feedback, or print out lead 
sheets for a performnace. Hal Leonard distributes a variety of popular programs that make this all possible.

 

Sibelius
Perpetual Editions with Software 
Updates + Support Plan
Avid
Now everyone has access to the fastest,  
easiest way to write music. Sibelius | 
Ultimate provides the most complete 
notation toolset, with fully customiz-
able layouts for composition, post-pro-
duction, and publishing. Sibelius keeps 
the same features, ease of use, and 
layout control of the original Sibelius| 
First Software to now create better 
sounding, and more detailed scores.

00278385 Sibelius ...................$119.00
00278388 Sibelius | Ultimate ... $299.00

 

Dorico
Advanced Music Notation System
Steinberg
Dorico combines the finest engraving of 
the last millennium with the cutting-
edge technology of the next. Dorico is 
easy enough for anyone to learn, yet 
has hundreds of advanced notations, 
features, options and sounds to satisfy 
the most demanding professionals.

00280815 Dorico Pro 2.0 .......$349.99
00280817 Dorico Elements 2.0 ...$66.99

 

Noteflight®

For Composers and Arrangers
Noteflight is a subscription-based music 
writing application that lets you create, 
view, print and hear professional qual-
ity music notation right in your web 
browser. This innovative online nota-
tion software gives musicians an intui-
tive tool that displays, edits, prints and 
plays back music on any device.

00137591 3-Year Subscription .....$99.99
00137592 5-Year Subscription ... $149.99

Notion
PreSonus
Bring musical inspi-
rations to life and 
enhance your creativ-
ity with the blazingly 
fast and intuitive 
Notion 6 music com-
position and perfor-
mance environment. 

Compose when and how you want – on 
Mac, PC or mobile – even with your own 
handwriting*. Take projects to the next 
level with deep studio integration. Hear 
and perform music with the full realism 
of samples by the London Symphony 
Orchestra and more.

00198598 ............................$199.95

 

Groove 3
Online Video Tutorial Site for 
Recording Musicians 
Groove 3 is the best online video instruc-
tional site for recording musicians and 
engineers. These exclusive packs get you 
a great discount. This offer is not avail-
able from the website – only through 
your favorite music retailer!

00143567 3-Month Subscription ...$45.00
00143568 1-Year Subscription .... $150.00

Band-in-a-
Box
PG Music. Inc.
There are many 
exciting new fea-
tures in Band-in-
a-Box®! First is 
our brand-new 
64-bit version, 
which works 

well with the latest plugins and 64-bit 
OS features! There’s also a completely 
redesigned SongPicker; advanced filters 
to help with searches for RealTracks, 
RealDrums, and MIDI SuperTracks; nota-
tion enhancements; 300 more song 
titles in the Song Titles browser; and 
much more!

00289984 Windows Edition ....$129.95
00281284 Macintosh Edition ..$129.95

Progression 3 
by Notion
Composition 
Software for 
Guitar, Bass 
and Drums
PreSonus
Progression 3 lets 
you enter tab and 
notation more 

easily than ever and hear your music 
played back with real instrument sam-
ples. It makes short work of creating 
your own guitar tab, lead sheets, and 
standard sheet music-complete with 
your audio track; plus it instantly and 
seamlessly integrates your score with 
real audio samples performed by profes-
sional musicians at top studios.

00137797 ............................. $49.95

TUTORIAL VIDEOS COMPOSITION SOFTWARE

Innovative products can help make it easier to teach and learn music. From assessment needs for 
private lessons to recording live ensemble performances, tech products can help. Here are just 

some of the best products made by leading manufacturers that will ensure a successful experience.

All prices listed are MSRP (Manufacturer Suggested Retail Price). Please contact 
your favorite music dealer to inquire about their pricing.

Your store 
info here

www.halleonard.com
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RECORDING SOFTWARE
Record your lessons, rehearsals and performances for quick assessment or to easily share with digital recording. These major academic editions save you 
money and fit whatever approach you need.

 Pro Tools
Avid
Pro Tools is the audio worksta-
tion that provides everything 
you need to compose, record, 
edit, and mix music and audio. 
Proven and trusted by profes-
sionals in every segment of 
music creation, movie making, 

television, live sound, broadcast, and streaming media, Pro Tools enables you to 
expand your creative possibilities and opportunities and maximize efficiency, so 
you can deliver the best sounding mixes possible.

Pro Tools
00267663 Perpetual License ............................................................. $299.00
00267664 Annual Subscription ...........................................................$99.00

Pro Tools | Ultimate
00267666 Perpetual License ............................................................. $299.00
00267667 Annual Subscription ...........................................................$99.00

Reason
Propellerhead
New sounds and new gear pave the way for new music, and 
Reason is here with a rackload of new synths, instrument 
devices, an acoustic piano, modulation device, drum loops 
and samples and more.
00254560  ........................................................ $349.00

Reason Intro
Propellerhead
Start making music with Reason Intro and get stunning 
results with ease using the provided instruments, effects 
and sounds. Then polish your work to perfection with Reason 
Intro’s state-of-the-art recording and mixing tools. 
00277136  .........................................................$99.00

 Studio One
PreSonus
Studio One was designed with 
ease of use at its core. It seam-
lessly combines the time-tested 
and proven recording studio 
model with today’s beat- and 
loop-oriented production process 
so you can bring musical ideas to 
sonic reality more quickly than 
ever before. An efficient, single-

screen interface houses an unlimited number of tracks, intuitive editing tools, and 
advanced virtual instruments.
00281461 Artist Edition .................................................................. $149.95
00281462 Professional Edition ......................................................... $449.95

ACID Pro
Creative Music Production
MAGIX
ACID offers legendary loop-based music creation alongside pris-
tine multitrack recording, professional audio and MIDI editing 
and dozens of high quality plug-in instruments and effects. Now 
with 64-bit technology and brand new instruments and loop 
content, there’s never been a better time to create and inno-
vate. ACID has everything you need for great music production.
00282951 Download Only ........................................$74.50

Mixcraft® Pro Studio
Complete Audio Production Suite
Acoustica
Among the new features of Mixcraft Pro Studio are integrated 
Melodyne pitch-correction technology, an Omni Sampler 
8-output version, effects sidechaining, mix down to stems, 
MIDI Clock/Sync transmission, mixer delay compensation, 
performance panel recording, VST3 and MP4 support, UI/
workflow enhancements to Markers, Track View, Mixer, Sound 
Editor and more.
00214944 Download Only .................................. $129.00

RX Elements
iZotope
RX Elements is the perfect introduction into the world of 
audio repair, featuring the new Repair Assistant which 
automatically finds and removes noise, clipping, clicks, 
and other problems that can plague your production audio.
00284593 Download Only ...............................$64.50

Also available:
RX Elements Suite
00284577 Download Only ...............................$99.50

Auto-Tune Access
Antares
Auto-Tune Access is the easiest and most 
affordable way to start using Auto-Tune. 
It delivers the core Auto-Tune features 
with a simple and intuitive interface. Its 
light CPU footprint and professional qual-
ity processing also make it a convenient 

option for more advanced users working with larger projects.
00292212  ......................................................................................$99.00

PLUG-INS

Cubase
Music Production System
Steinberg
Cubase is one of the most popular digital audio workstations of our 
time. The latest Cubase update significantly enhances the workflow, 
the quality and the creative tool set of your favorite digital audio 
workstation, with amazing new features and sharp improvements. 
It features an award-winning 64-bit floating-point Steinberg audio 
engine, flexible routing and full automatic delay compensation. Cubase Pro

00288822  ............ $739.99
Cubase Artist
00288823  ............ $419.99

Cubase Elements
00288824  ............ $130.99

All prices listed are MSRP (Manufacturer Suggested Retail Price). Please contact 
your favorite music dealer to inquire about their pricing.
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INTERFACES & CONTROLLERS
The quality of your connection from your instrument to the computer is handled by the interface. Here are options for inputs from a keyboard, any miked 
instrument or voice, and even directly from the guitar strings.

AUDIO INTERFACES
Mio
1-In-1-Out USB to MIDI for Mac and PC
iConnectivity
mio is a 1-in-1-out USB 16-channel MIDI 
interface to connect your MIDI compatible 
controller, keyboard, synthesize or drum 
machine to your computer, mio is USB bus 
powered and is plug and play compatible 
with Windows and Mac computers.
00154862  ...................................$49.99

iConnect  
Audio 2/4
iConnectivity
iConnectAUDIO2/4 
is the portable 
interface you’ve 
been waiting for – 

built to take everything you can throw at it. It includes 
2 Ultra-low noise mic/line/instrument inputs for studio-
quality recording, plus 2 independent stereo outputs let 
you monitor one track in headphones while playing back 
another over the main outs.
00214962  ............................................. $149.99

AudioBox  
USB 96
PreSonus
This simple, handy 
little recording 

interface allows you to plug in and start recording 
up to 24-bit, 96 kHz audio right away. The two front-
panel combo mic/instrument inputs make it ideal for 
singer/songwriters, podcasters, and guitar or guitar-
bass collaborations. A mix control lets you control the 
level between the input signal and computer playback, 
without hearing annoying delays.
00237319  ............................................. $129.95

iD4
2-In/2-Out Audio 
Interface
Audient
iD4 delivers the 
audio performance 
of a large format 
console in a por-
table desktop pack-
age enabling you to 
record your vocals 

and guitar simultaneously. It provides one renowned 
Audient console mic pre, class-leading converter 
technology, dual headphone outputs, console style 
monitor control, JFET D.I and our virtual scroll wheel 
technology ‘ScrollControl’.
00284408  ............................................. $199.00

M-Track 2x2
M-Audio
Create flawless 
24-bit/192kHz stu-
dio-quality record-
ings with the M-Trac 
2x2. It features all-
new transparent 

low-noise pre-amps and pristine A/D converters that 
deliver the highest audio performance in its class. The 
M-Track 2X2 enables you to record up to 2 channels 
at once with its dedicated XLR+1/4" balanced combo 
input, and an all-new 1/4" instrument input that has 
a specially designed gain and impedance stage.
00191871  ............................................. $199.00

UR22 mkII
Steinberg
Record and compose 
music in studio qual-
ity on your laptop or 
iPad. Engineered to 
offer outstanding 

quality for its price class, the UR22 mkII offers a 
full-on mobile production platform for laptops and 
– using the additional power input – also for iPads. 
Plug in condenser and dynamic microphones to one 
of the two onboard D-PRE preamps, connect your 
guitar to the Hi-Z input, add MIDI equipment via the 
onboard MIDI I/O and connect monitor speakers and 
headphones to monitor your sound.
00156085  ............................................. $149.99

USB/MIDI KEYBOARD CONTROLLERS
Graphite 
M25
Mini USB 
MIDI 
Controller
Samson Audio
The Graphite 
M25 features 

a 25-key velocity-sensitive mini keyboard, trigger 
pads with aftertouch, a full-featured control surface 
and additional programmable functions for advanced 
playability and customization. It features iPad/USB 
bus power and plug-and-play operation.
00140043  ............................................. $129.99

Graphite 49
USB MIDI Controller
Samson Audio
The Graphite 49 gives you all the performance and 
production control you need to get the most out of 
your music software. Combining an intuitive 49-key 
semi-weighted keyboard with a feature set that is 
both useful and accessible, it allows you to express 
your most dynamic musical ideas.
00140041  ............................................. $259.99

iRig Keys I/O
Keyboard Controllers for Mac, PC and iOS
IK Multimedia
The iRig Keys I/O series are the only controllers that 
integrates full sized keys together with a profes-
sional audio interface featuring 24-bit audio up to 
96kHz sampling rate, balanced stereo and headphone 
outputs, plus a combo input jack for line, instrument 
or mic input – with Phantom power. iRig Keys I/O 
also includes a premium controller including velocity 
sensitive multi-colored pads and programmable touch-
sensitive sliders, buttons and knobs. Bundled inside 
is over $550 (25 Keys) and $750 (49 Keys) worth of 
IK full software and apps that includes SampleTank 
3, Miroslav Philharmonik 2 CE, Syntronik, and T-RackS 
Deluxe mix and mastering suite.

iRig Keys I/O 25
00214966  ............... $199.99

iRig Keys I/O 49
00214965  ............................................. $299.99

Keystation MK3 Series Controllers
M-Audio
Keystation MK3s are simple, powerful MIDI controllers 
designed for sequencing music and playing virtual 
instruments on your Mac or PC. They feature full-size 
velocity-sensitive keys and comprehensive controls 
that expand the range of playable notes, expressive 
capabilities, and enhance your recording workflow. 
Includes fully assignable octave range buttons; pitch-
bend and modulation wheels; volume slider, and trans-
port and directional controls.

Keystation  
Mini 32 MK3
00285797  .......$99.00

Keystation 49 MK3
M-Audio
00285795  ............................................. $199.00

Keystation 61 MK3
00285794  ............................................. $349.00
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CLASSROOM ACCESSORIES
From volume-limiting headphones to portable, 
wireless playback speakers, get the most innova-
tive aids for the music classroom.

HEADPHONES

HD9
Closed-Cup Professional 
Monitoring Headphones
PreSonus
HD9 headphones are clean-sound-
ing, extra-comfortable, and offer 
a broad, transparent frequency 
response that ensures accurate 
mixing. With the HD9, you can 
rest assured that your mixes are 

translating well across myriad listening environments.
00279802  ............................................. $129.95

HP4/HD9 Headphone Bundle Pack
00284900  ............................................. $499.95

KTUI26
Ultra Isolation 
Headphones
KAT Percussion
These ultra isolation head-
phones are designed for 
musicians needing superior 
noise isolation for critical 

listening. Its dynamic range and superior noise cancel-
ling capabilities make it the ideal choice for private 
practicing and studio recording sessions.
00775657  ............................................. $116.99

SR Series
Studio Reference 
Headphones
Samson Audio
Samson’s Studio Reference 
series headphones offer 
exceptional sonic clarity and 
comfort in a durable, light-
weight design that’s perfect 
for studio and mobile appli-
cations.

00211538 SR350 .......................................$19.99
00146562 SR450 .......................................$42.49
00146563 SR550 .......................................$56.99
00140055 SR850 .......................................$69.99

HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER

QH4
4-Channel Headphone 
Amplifier
Samson Audio
The QH4 features two bal-
anced 1/4" inputs to con-
nect with your mixer or 
recording interface, as well 

as a stereo 1/8" aux input that’s perfect for play-
ing music via your smartphone or another line level 
device. The four independent high-power amplifier 
channels deliver clean, crisp audio to up to four sets 
of headphones.
00214870  ............................................. $114.99

ACOUSTIC TREATMENT PANELS

MultiZorber OC703
GeerFab Acoustics
The groundbreaking MultiZorber 
OC703 features the Owens 
Corning 703 substrate and the 
InvisiGrommet mounting system.
00194932 Black (24 x 48 Panel)
 ................................. $119.99 
00194933 Coin (24 x 48 Panel)  
 ................................ $119.99

00194935 Black (24 x 24, Pair of 2) .......... $129.99
00194936 Coin (24 x 24, Pair of 2)............ $129.99

MultiZorber II
GeerFab Acoustics
The MultiZorber II offers the 
lightweight quality of foam with 
the acoustic performance of 
fiberglass. The new fabric front 
allows for greatly enhanced mid 
and high frequency absorption, 
along with a more refined look 

than the original MultiZorber.
00194930 Black (Two 24x24 Panels) ............$95.00
00194928 Black (24x48 Panel) ....................$85.00
00194931 Coin (Two 24x24 Panels) ..............$95.00
00194929 Coin (24x48 Panel) .....................$85.00

BLUETOOTH SPEAKERS

Expedition Escape
Samson Audio
Samson’s Expedition Escape 
is a rechargeable battery 
powered speaker system 
that provides incredible 
sound in any environment. 
This ultra-portable device 
combines pristine audio 
performance with conve-
nient Bluetooth connec-
tivity for wireless audio 
streaming.

00140066  ............................................. $149.99

iLoud®

IK Multimedia
iLoud is a high-perfor-
mance, battery-operated 
portable speaker rated at 
powerful 40W RMS. Connect 
your smartphone, tablet, 
laptop or MP3 player, and 

get ready to be blown away. iLoud connects via 
Bluetooth or to the headphone output of your smart-
phone, tablet or laptop. iLoud is also equipped with 
an iRig 1/4" instrument input, so you can plug in a 
guitar, bass, keyboard or dynamic mic and jam along.
00120176  ............................................. $249.99

MediaOne BT Series
Active Studio Monitors with Bluetooth®
Samson Audio
Samson’s MediaOne BT Active Studio Monitors are 
the ideal speakers for all your multimedia needs and 
feature the ability to connect to your smart phone, 
laptop or tablet via Bluetooth. Whether you’re listen-
ing to music, producing tracks, watching videos or 
gaming, these monitors provide dynamic and reliable 
audio. MediaOne BT monitors feature the highest qual-
ity components, a stylish new look and are packaged 
as a stereo pair.
00140046 MediaOne BT3 .......................... $129.99
00140047 MediaOne BT4 .......................... $174.99

DIGITAL INSTRUMENTS

Instrument 1
Artiphon
The Instrument 1 is the world’s 
most versatile MIDI controller, offer-
ing unparalleled expressiveness in 
a package that is portable, afford-
able and amazingly fun. Its patented 
multi-instrument design lets you 
strum like a guitar, bow like a violin, 
and tap like a keyboard or drum pad. 
It plugs into iPhone, iPad, Mac, or PC 

and connects with hundreds of music apps.
00257364 Black Model ............................. $399.00
00257363 White Model ............................ $399.00

Jamstik 7 
Fret Edition
Next 
Generation 
Smart Guitar
Zivix
The third-gen-
eration Jamstik 
7 is powered by 
all new patented 
F r e t T o u c h ™ 
Finger Sensing 

Technology and Infrasense™ Optical String Pickups 
supporting an enhanced digitized guitar learning 
experience with the Jamstik 7.
00286770  ............................................. $249.99

Also available:
Jamstik+ – The SmartGuitar
00149740  ............................................. $329.99

All prices listed are MSRP (Manufacturer Suggested Retail Price). Please contact your favorite music dealer to inquire about their pricing.



MOBILE DEVICE ACCESSORIES
These quality items support using tablets, phones 
or laptops in the classroom. From connectivity 
options to pretective cases and chargers, they make 
using mobile easy.

MOBILE DEVICE INTERFACES

Bluetooth Total
XLR-Equipped 
Rechargeable 
Blutetooth Receiver

Alto Professional
Bluetooth Total allows you to convert hard-wired 
mixers or powered loudspeakers into wireless devices, 
free from restrictive, messy connection cables.
00172774  ...............................................$49.00

iRig Pre HD
High Definition Microphone 
Interface for iPhone, iPad and 
Mac
IK Multimedia
This digital interface with studio 
quality preamp makes it easy to 
grab your favorite microphone and 
record straight to your device with 
true studio-quality sound.

00260962  ...............................................$99.99

Spire Studio
Mobile Recording Device
iZotope
Spire Studio is a dead-simple 
recording studio that fits in the 
palm of your hand so you can 
record studio-quality tracks any-

time, anywhere for portable recording with the ease 
of push-bottom simplicity.
00289788  ............................................. $349.00

HOLDERS

iKlip 3
Universal Mic Stand 
Support for Tablets
IK Multimedia
This updated mobile device 
holder easily mounts any 
tablet to a microphone or 
music stand, and is perfect 
for sheet music, lyrics, chord 
charts or performance apps.
00286495  .............$49.99

MANOS
Universal Tablet Mount
AirTurn
The Manos has two arms that can 
hold anything from a smartphone 
to a 13 inch tablet, and a set of 
thumbs and fingers at the end of 
each arm that can grip tablets in 
protective cases.

00124310  ...............................................$49.00

Also available:
MANOS Side Mount Combo Pack
Universal Tablet Mount with 8" Extension Side 
Mount
00131411  ...............................................$59.00

System X Tablet Holder
Model KB130E
Hamilton Stands
This iPad/tablet holder includes a 
desktop stand with rubber cushion 
plus a metal mic/drum stand clamp.
00243948  .......................$64.99

WIRELESS PAGE TURNERS

Digit III
4.0 Bluetooth Handheld 
Remote Controller
AirTurn
Works with phones, tablets, PC 
and Mac. Comes with USB charging 
cable and can be plugged into any 
USB power source.
00241087  .....................$39.00

DUO 200
Bluetooth Foot Pedal
AirTurn
These pedals allow you 
to wirelessly control 
a wide range of apps 
including digital sheet 

music, lyrics, effects and backing tracks hands-free 
on your tablet, Mac, PC or smartphone.
00289738  ...............................................$99.00

PED Pro 2
Switch 4.0 Bluetooth 
Controller
AirTurn
Take hands-free control 
of teleprompting, music 
& book reading, scroll-
ing lyrics or guitar tabs, 

slide presentations, dictation, instrument effects or 
media control, and more.
00241086  ...............................................$69.00

Tablet Page 
Turner Pack
iRig BlueTurn 
and iKlip Xpand 
Bundle
IK Multimedia
This bundle pack 
provides a full 
stage-ready set 
list management 

and page turning system for one low price.
00159643  ...............................................$99.99

CABLES

iLine
Cable Kit for iOS Devices
IK Multimedia
This kit includes six high-quality 
audio cables designed to provide 
users with the tools they need to 
handle virtually any signal routing 
and audio-cabling situation.
00118889 .......................$59.99

RECORDING BUNDLES

M-Track 2x2 Vocal Studio Pro
M-Audio
Includes:
• M-Track 2X2 interface
• HDH40 headphones
• Nova Black condenser microphone
• XLR cable 
• Software suite 
00243943  ............................................. $449.00

UR22 mkII Recording Pack
Steinberg
Includes:
• UR22mkII twin-channel USB audio interface
• ST-M01 condenser microphone 
• ST-H01 monitor headphones 
• All necessary cables
• Complete suite of music software 
00211515  ............................................. $249.99

AudioBox Studio Ultimate
PreSonus
Includes:
• AudioBox® 96 audio/MIDI interface 
• Studio One recording and production software
• Eris E3.5 Active Media Reference Monitors 
• HD7 headphones
• M7 dynamic microphone 
• All necessary cables 
• Desktop mic stand
00284898  ............................................. $399.95

AudioBox USB 96 Studio
PreSonus
Includes:
• AudioBox USB® 96 audio/MIDI interface 
• Studio One recording and production software
• HD7 headphones
• M7 dynamic microphone
00279796  ............................................. $249.95

5
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RECORDING EQUIPMENT
Here are the tools to record audio and video easily indoors or outdoors, with the option to upload to the web.

XLR MICROPHONES
C02
Pencil Condenser 
Microphones
Samson Audio
This set of two pencil con-
denser microphones features 
a SuperCardioid pickup pat-
tern and gold-plated XLR 
connectors.

00137751  ............................................. $174.99

Ember
XLR Studio Condenser Mic
Blue Microphones
Featuring a proprietary custom, hand-tuned 
condenser capsule, Ember delivers superbly 
clear, open and detailed performance for 
recording or streaming voice and instru-
ments. Its cardioid pickup pattern focuses on 
the sound source and minimizes room noise.
00288975  ...................................$99.99

Spark SL
Blue Microphones
Produce stunning recordings for vocals, gui-
tars, drums, pianos and more with Spark SL’s 
detailed, transparent sound and versatile 
high-pass filter and -20dB pad.
00214951  ................................. $199.99

USB MICROPHONES

G-Track Pro
Professional USB Microphone with Audio Interface
Samson Audio
G-Track Pro includes an instrument input and mixer for 
recording two independent audio channels at one time. 
With the ability to capture your audio at 24-bit/96kHz, 
your recordings will deliver extremely detailed, high-
resolution results.
00263216  ...................................................$194.99

MiC+ Mobile
USB Mic for iPad, iPhone, Mac & PC
Apogee
This professional studio quality USB mic makes it easy to cap-
ture your best take with incredible quality. Record any sound 
you can imagine, from vocals to voice-overs, instruments to 
interviews and everything in between.
00256043  ..........................................................$259.00

Snowball Studio
USB Microphone and Software Bundle
Blue Microphones
Finally, a USB mic that’s not only easy to use, 
but sounds as good on your desktop as it does in 
a professional recording studio. Includes custom 
PreSonus Studio One Artist software.
00197506  .......................................... $99.95

Uber Mic
M-Audio
Uber is perfect for podcasting applications or capturing 
high-quality audio from vocalists, instruments, percussion 
and more. It features pristine A/D converters which provides 
16-bit resolution digital audio.
00285793  ......................................................$199.00

Yeti Pro
USB Studio Microphone with Software
Blue Microphones
The Yeti Pro combines 24 bit/192 kHz digital recording 
resolution with analog XLR output. It features three custom 
condenser capsules and four different pattern settings plus a 
cutting-edge A-D converter chip and separate analog circuit 
path for use with professional studio mixers and preamps.
00197541  ......................................................$269.99

STUDIO MONITORS

AV32/42
Desktop Speakers for Professional Media Creation
M-Audio
Upgrade your sound with AV monitor speakers. The acous-
tically-inert MDF cabinets eliminate clarity-robbing reso-
nances. Onboard amplification provides 10 watts of power 
per channel. The two-way design features an optimized 
bass reflex design and OptImage IV waveguides to deliver 
extended bass and crystal-clear highs.
00148373 AV32 ............................................$149.95
00148374 AV42 ............................................$199.95

Eris E3.5
2-Way Active Media Reference Monitors
PreSonus
The Eris E3.5 delivers studio-quality sound, with a smooth 
and accurate frequency response. The weave and nature 
of its 3.5-inch Kevlar woofer result in a more constant 
dispersion pattern throughout the frequency range.
00279797  ....................................................$129.95

Eris™ E4.5
2-Way Active Studio Monitors
PreSonus
The Eris E4.5 packs a serious punch, thanks to 4.5-inch 
Kevlar™ low frequency transducers; 1-inch, low-mass, 
silk-dome tweeters; responsive 25W Class AB amplifica-
tion per speaker; and professional acoustic-adjustment 
controls.
00125068  ...................................................$249.95

iLoud Micro Monitor
IK Multimedia
This pair of portable studio monitors with a professional-
quality bi-amplified design provides a true and accurate 
sound with a true linear frequency response. It’s powered 
by four ultra efficient class D power amps that deliver a 
combined 50W RMS of power. Each offer extreme clarity 
and superior bass response via two 3/4" tweeters and two 
3" woofers. These features are augmented by an on-board 
56-bit DSP processor. 
00158578 Black ................................................$299.99
00279007 White................................................$299.99

MediaOne M30/M50
2-Way Powered Studio Monitors
Samson Audio
These compact, full-range speakers pro-
vide a solution for all your desktop and 
multimedia applications. These stereo 
monitor pairs features an internal ampli-
fier, solid wood construction and high-
quality components.
00250003 MediaOne M30 .........$103.99
00269355 Media One M50 ........$155.99

All prices listed are MSRP (Manufacturer Suggested Retail Price). Please contact your favorite music dealer to inquire about their pricing.
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REHEARSING & PERFORMING SYSTEMS
Control the volume of any performance to suit your space and offer wireless miking and playback options. These innovative products give you the freedom 
to play music anywhere, and anytime.

PORTABLE SPEAKER SYSTEM

TransActive Wireless 2
Portable Powered Bluetooth Speaker System
Alesis
The TransActive Wireless 2 is a complete, active PA 
system with built-in lights designed for on-the-go 
use. Pull up the telescoping handle, tilt it back 
onto the recessed wheels, and take your TransActive 
Wireless 2 with you wherever you go. Once you’re 
there, simple single-button pairing allows you to 
instantly stream audio from any Bluetooth-enabled 
device. You can also activate an exciting full-color 
light show that reacts to your music – no program-
ming required! 
00234389  ............................................. $349.00

ELECTRONIC DRUMS

KT1
5-Piece Digital Drum Set
KAT Percussion
The KT1 features over 150 sounds with 10 
user-programmable drum set configurations 
that emulate a wide range of musical styles. 
KAT digital sounds and drum kit set-ups 
were all carefully created and engineered by 
professional drummers. The KT1 comes with 
40 play-along tracks that you can jam to 
and a metronome click-track with nine time 
signatures to help you lock in your groove. 

00775662  .................................................................................... $883.99

KTMP1 Sound Module
Electronic Drum & Percussion Pad
KAT Percussion
Playable with both hands or sticks, this single module adds 
electronic drum, dance, and percussion sounds immediately 
to your fingertips. This compact and affordable module fea-
tures 50 high-quality, fully-adjustable, multi-purpose sounds. 
Sounds can be tuned, panned and assigned to one of the four 
highly-responsive pads. 

00775648 ...................................................................................... $199.99

WIRELESS MICS

Stage 200
Dual-Channel Handheld VHF Wireless System
Samson Audio
Here is a dual-channel wireless microphone system that 
provides two handheld dynamic microphones that transmit 
to a single rugged metal receiver. Each handheld features 
Samson’s Q6 mic element, providing crisp, clear sound and 
reliable VHF wireless performance.

00172089 Group A ......................................................................... $174.99
00174537 Group B ......................................................................... $174.99
00174538 Group C .......................................................................... $174.99
00174539 Group D ......................................................................... $174.99

DE10/50
Headset Microphone with Miniature Condenser 
Capsule
Samson Audio
These headset mics are low profile, miniature condenser 

microphones with a capsule that provides an omnidirectional pickup pattern and 
outstanding audio reproduction. Includes four adapters, plus four windscreens and 
a clothing cable clip.
00139509 DE10.............................................................................. $124.99
00139510 DE50.............................................................................. $249.99

PORTABLE PLAYBACK SYSTEMS

Expedition XP108w
200-Watt Portable PA System
Samson Audio
The Samson Expedition XP108w is an all-in-one, recharge-
able portable PA speaker ideal for sound reinforcement 
needs in large rooms and outdoor situations. The light-
weight XP108w offers 200 watts of power with up to 
20 hours of battery life, as well as a 4-channel mixer, 
Bluetooth audio and a wireless microphone. The XP108w 
delivers wireless music playback from a smartphone, tablet 
or laptop.

00276227 Channel 7 ....................................................................... $519.99
00276228 Channel 8 ....................................................................... $519.99
00276229 Channel 11 ..................................................................... $519.99

Expedition XP106w
Rechargeable Battery-Powered Wireless PA
Samson Audio
The Expedition XP106w is packed with incredible 
features, including Bluetooth connectivity and a built-
in 4-channel mixer. It also comes complete with a 
USB digital wireless system for delivering impromptu 
performances and professional presentations in any 
environment.
00140070 Microphone Edition .................... $404.99

Expedition XP300
2 Speakers with 6-Channel Mixer & 
Bluetooth
Samson Audio
The Samson Expedition XP300 is an all-in-one 
sound system that offers excellent audio quality 
with quick and easy setup. Providing 300 watts 
of power, the XP300 features a lightweight, 
6-channel powered mixer and two 6" speakers. 
For enhanced portability, the XP300 offers a 
unique speaker-locking design that allows the 

system and all its components to be packed up and transported as a single unit 
weighing just under 24 pounds.
00269819  .................................................................................... $519.99

Expedition XP800
800-Watt Portable PA System
Samson Audio
Samson’s Expedition XP800 is an all-
in-one sound system that offers excel-
lent audio quality with quick and easy 
setup. Providing 800 watts of power, the 
XP800 features a lightweight, 8-channel 
powered mixer and two 8" speakers. For 
enhanced portability, the XP800 offers a 
unique speaker-locking design that allows 
the system and all its components to be 

packed up and transported as a single unit weighing just over 40 pounds.
Powerful enough for musical performances, the XP800 includes features like 
Bluetooth® and USB connectivity (for optional Stage X USB Digital Wireless 
Systems), making it ideal for streaming music from mobile devices or managing 
events and presentations.
00156730  .................................................................................... $809.99

SP50P
Speaker Stand Set
Samson Audio
This pair of lightweight, telescoping tripod speaker 
stands features standard 1-3/8" pole adapters and fits 
virtually all PA speakers. Adjustable up to 6' in height.
00140114  ............................................. $329.99



LIVE SOUND
MIXERS

StudioLive AR  
USB Series
Hybrid Performance 
and Recording 
Mixers
PreSonus
These hybrid mixers 
make it simple to mix 
and record live shows, 
studio productions, 
band rehearsals, pod-

casts and much more. They are musician’s mixers: 
lightweight, versatile, feature-rich, and packed with 
analog connections and digital tools, yet easy to learn 
and use. Mix with with PreSonus’ famous Class A pre-
amps and three-band EQ. Create multitrack recordings 
and fly in backing tracks with a 24-bit, 96 kHz USB 
2.0 digital audio interface. Record and playback in 
stereo with the integrated SD digital recorder. Stream 
program music wirelessly, using onboard Bluetooth. 
Compact and road-ready, StudioLive AR mixers provide 
a superior all-in-one solution for mixing and recording 
your performances.
00193866 StudioLive AR8 ......................... $499.95
00193867 StudioLive AR12 ....................... $599.95
00193868 StudioLive AR16 ....................... $699.95
00262113 StudioLive AR22 ....................... $899.95

MultiMix 4 USB FX
4-Channel Mixer with 
Effects & USB Audio 
Interface
Alesis
MultiMix 4 USB FX is a four-
channel desktop mixer with a 
USB digital audio interface that 
lets you mix live, in the home 

studio, and record audio directly to a computer.
This compact mixer is perfect for using in computer-
recording setups, intimate live-sound environments, 
video-editing and production studios, and portable 
podcasting setups. It outputs line-level analog audio 
and stereo 16-bit, 44.1/48 kHz digital audio over USB 
for recording low-noise, CD-quality mixes directly to 
your Mac or PC.
00128819  ............................................. $199.00

MultiMix 8  
USB FX
8-Channel Mixer 
with Effects/USB 
Audio Interface
Alesis
This compact mixer 
with built-in effects 
doubles as a computer 

recording interface so you can mix, record, or do both 
at the same time. Whether you are mixing a band or 
sub-mixing a group of inputs, such as a drumset, the 
MultiMix 8 USB FX is easy to use, rugged, and packed 
with features. Offering microphone inputs with phan-
tom power, guitar-direct inputs, and line-level inputs 
for connecting everything else, plus a wide range of 
effects, the MultiMix 8 USB FX delivers clean audio to 
your PA or recording system plus hassle-free computer 
connection.
00121382  ............................................. $199.00

SM4
4-Channel Mixer
Samson Audio
Samson’s SM4 is a half-rack, 4-channel line mixer designed to easily integrate into 
any installation or commercial sound system. Perfect for fitness clubs, gyms, res-

taurants, night clubs and schools, the SM4 features a balanced microphone channel with 2-band EQ, voiceover 
priority ducking, stereo line level inputs, as well as Bluetooth® and Samson XPD wireless connectivity.
00256110  ........................................................................................................................... $179.99

DIRECT BOXES

MCD2 Pro
Stereo 
Passive PC 
Direct Box
Samson Audio
S a m s o n ’ s 
MCD2 Pro 

Stereo Passive PC Direct Box is the 
ideal solution for connecting unbal-
anced line level signals from laptops, 
CD/MP3 players, and DJ mixers to pro-
fessional, balanced equipment.
00156728  ..........................$169.99

MD1
Mono 
Passive 
Direct Box
Samson Audio
Th i s  box 
allows clean, 

balanced lines to be sent from an 
unbalanced line or instrument signal 
to a microphone level balanced input. 
00156725  ........................... $64.99

MD2 Pro
Stereo 
Passive 
Direct Box
Samson Audio
The MD2 Pro 
combines two 

premium direct boxes in a single case. 
It’s perfect for converting unbalanced 
stereo line level or instrument signals 
from keyboards, electronic drum kits, 
acoustic-electric guitars and more.
00156727  ..........................$154.99

MDA1
Mono Active 
Direct Box
Samson Audio
The MDA1 
operates on 
either batter-

ies or phantom power and allows clean, 
balanced lines to be sent from your 
guitars and basses.
00156724  ........................... $54.99

MICROPHONES

en•CORE 100
Black Capsule 
Dynamic 
Microphone
Blue Microphones
This studio-grade 
dynamic microphone 
reproduces your voice 
exactly as you hear it. 

Features a proprietary dynamic capsule 
custom-tuned for exceptional detail and 
clarity, and internal copper windings.
00211516  ........................... $99.99

en•CORE 100i
Blue Microphones
The en•CORE 100i utilizes a 
new dynamic capsule with a 
custom-tuned diaphragm. It 
includes a custom circuit with 
transformer plus a specially-
designed grille for protection 
from instrument strikes and 

easy mounting in tight spaces.
00754506  ........................... $89.99

Q7x/Q8x
Professional Dynamic 
Vocal Microphone
Samson Audio
These mics accurately capture 
a wide dynamic range with 
tailored mid-range presence. 
Their supercardioid pickup pat-
terns provide maximum gain 

before feedback, while an updated body 
design and multi-axis capsule shock-
mount minimize handling noise.
00242598 Q7x ...................... $99.99
00242599 Q8x .....................$124.99

R21
Dynamic 
Vocal/
Presentation 
Microphone 
3-Pack
Samson Audio
This pack fea-
tures three R21 
mics, a dual 

stage windscreen, heavy gauge mesh 
and anti-dent ring for enhanced protec-
tion, as well as gold-plated XLR pins 
that ensure positive connectivity.
00140015  ........................... $89.99

8 All prices listed are MSRP (Manufacturer Suggested Retail Price). Please contact your favorite music dealer to inquire about their pricing.
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